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Data and the unique individual 
•  Historically, we had little access to an individual’s local, microsocial 

or psychological state
•  Little access to things like exactly what a given driver was doing 

while negotiating traffic or using a digital device
•  Similarly little access to molecular details of living processes
•  We did have some cases though (a few examples follow). 

–   But in those cases we had little capability to compute enough interactions in detail to 
produce the composed features of observed

•  Aggregate dynamics- we didn’t understand very well how to get 
this right



Changing Data 
•  Obviously, that is changing

•  Now there is a challenge in providing a sense of 
understanding complex composite behavior, beyond 
mere correlation

•  To set the stage, a small bit of our history



A bit of history, selected snapshots  
•  ICT-enhanced military platforms & systems 1985-1995

–  Tactics and behavior of the individual platforms is roughly known
•  Distribution and functional networks/adversarial interaction

–  Sensing and perception
•  Situational awareness of (counterfactual) tactical conditions
•  Deception and counter-deception effects on behavior and outcomes
•  No assumption of data truth or cooperation

–  Action assignment
•  Authority, local and distributed agency 

–  Augmented cognition, extended cognition/agency
–  Virtualized training, policy & strategy, platform design…



A bit of history, continued 
•  Synthetic populations for activity based infrastructure 1990-1997
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A bit of history, continued 
•  Unencapsulated agency/synthetic information platforms, 1998 



A bit of history, continued 
•  Synthetic micropopulations for transportation ca 1997



A bit of history, continued 
•  Massively interacting infrastructures, 1993-1998



A bit of history, continued 
•  Dynamic population-coupled communication analysis ca 1997



A bit of history, continued 



A bit of history, continued 
•  Dynamic population-coupled infectious disease analysis, 1998-



A bit of history, continued 
•  Global synthetic information ingest & delivery platforms, 2013-16
 



A bit of history, continued 
•  Scalability 2014-16
•  Global agentic library builds 

–   5 hours, declining

•  National infectious disease test scenario, 
–  300M people and 150M activity locations
–  Interventions and outcomes
–  Not scripted
–  200 simulated days
–  ~400K processors 

–  9 seconds, declining

•  That means we are at feasible productization. “Science” will 
now chase applications and synthetic information products.



A last bit of history, continued 
•  Foundational theory of composed local systems
•  Sequential Dynamical Systems/ Graphical Dynamical Systems
•  Dynamics over graphs, spontaneously forming networks, 

algorithms and computational tractability, dynamical neutrality 
of function-network changes, etc.

•  Emerging work in system biology (107-13 agents, interactions )
•  Emerging work in whole  DNA/RNA information bearing 

processes



Data 



Thinking about integrating data 
•  Data types:

–  Properties (physical, attitudinal, demographic, medical)
–  Proxies (correlated indicators, partial measures, traces)
–  Designed (experimental and surveys, etc)
–  Administrative
–  Opportunistic (largely uncontrolled)
–  Procedural (algorithms as data, not models)
–  Dynamic behavioral ….

•  Unstructured Data is the largest, and growing, kind



Synthetic methods are about data integration 
•  Cost drivers have shifted from data creation to 

analytics; analytics is shifting from mere prediction to 
knowledge

•  Big Data, All Data, IoT, IoP….internal access, that’s all
•  ICT enables “Instrumented Everything” 

–  A new interactum
–  Traces & proxies of people’s/ thing’s behaviors & properties
–  They are correlated because they arise from known things



ICT has ballooned data access, driven unit costs down 

 



And has shifted cost drivers to analytics 
 



What is Big? 
•  The world's technological per-capita capacity to 

store information has roughly doubled every 40 
months since the 1980s;
 as of 2012, every day 2.5 quintillion (2.5×1018) 
bytes of data were created [stored].

Wikipedia, “Big Data”, August 2012



Unstructured data growing 



Unit price down, total investment up 
 



Integration is the question 

•  Synthetic methods are a fundamentally important answer



Agency 

•  Getting agency right is fundamental to synthetic 
integration methods that focus on the diverse and 
complex individual interactors.



Consider this: they all have the same DNA 



Situated non-local expression, DNA as “middleware” 
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•  Who are “You”? Where is this You active? 

•  Example: Vitamin B12 and the gut microbiome 
–  Acts like an organ; not your DNA but is “you” 
–  “tuned” to matrilineal heritage, that is “you” too 

•  Example: Distributed selves and thinking 
–  Neurons don’t know what they are thinking 
–  Distributed cognition; you may not know what (or how) you are 

thinking either 

•  Example: The molecular multispecies (Indeed, species) 
–  Phenotypic plasticity and modes 

Unencapsulated Self 



•  Interactions + media concretely shape individuals 
–  Where is your money? 
–  Where is your debt? 
–  Where are your actions?  
–  Where is you accountability? 
–  Where is your identity? 
–  Etc 

•  But also, say, mate selection  

•  In what forms are populations of “you” to be represented 
and analyzed? 
–  We know granular detail can often matter  

Unencapsulated agency 



Entities, Agents and Agency 
•  Situated Interactors

–  Message passing state change triggers
–  Update sequences

•  Implicit order
•  Explicit order

•  Agents in computation
–  As non-agent abstractions
–  As agent abstractions

•  As normative data objects
•  Massively interactive => unencapsulated agency



Synthetic Methods 



Synthetic Agent-oriented Data Platforms 
•  Provides “coordinate system” for integration and 

computation
•  Situated computation

–  Nonlocal- unencapsulated- agency (and entities)
–  Context
–  Counterfactuals

•  Evidence and Adaptation
–  Filtering 

•  Normal graph representations of interaction inadequate
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